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ABSTRACT

EVALUATION OF ENHANCED PUSHOVER ANALYSIS PROCEDURES
FOR REGULAR AND IRREGULAR REINFORCED CONCRETE
BUILDINGS

ELSHARIDA, Mohamed
M.S., Department of Civil Engineering
Supervisor: Asst. Prof. Dr. Halit Cenan MERTOL
July 2021, 56 pages

An important aspect of performance-based design methodologies can be regarded as
the accuracy of predictions of seismic demands parameters. Making improvements to
this aspect of the design-based methodologies is undeniably desirable. Recently,
several Enhanced Pushover Analysis (EPA) procedures that take into account the
influence of higher modes have been proposed. As most of these procedures have been
applied to regular building frames; there remains a need to verify the efficiency of such
procedures on the evaluation of irregular building frames. The EPA procedures,
namely the Consecutive Modal Pushover (CMP), Dynamic Load Pattern (DLP), and
Single‐Run Multimode Pushover (SMP), have been applied to regular steel momentresisting frames in literature. The purpose of this study is to comparatively assess the
efficiency and capability of these EPA procedures to estimate the seismic demands of
twelve regular and irregular special reinforced concrete (RC) moment-resisting frames
having various number of stories (4, 8, 12, 16, 20, and 24). The structural responses
given by the EPA methods are then compared with the benchmark results achieved
from the Nonlinear Time History Analysis (NLTHA). For the sake of comparison, the
conventional pushover analyses based on the first-mode and uniform lateral load
pattern are also demonstrated. The results indicate that the DLP and CMP methods can
predict the seismic demands of regular and irregular buildings with a higher level of
accuracy than the SMP procedure. Consequently, the DLP and CMP procedures were
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found to be better alternatives for obtaining practically reasonable estimations of
seismic demands of building frames where the influence of higher modes is significant.

Keywords: Reinforced Concrete Frames, Higher Mode Effects, Seismic Demands,
Setback Irregularity in Buildings, Enhanced Pushover Procedures.
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ÖZ

DÜZENLİ VE DÜZENSİZ BETONARME BİNALAR İÇİN GELİŞTİRİLMİŞ
İTME ANALİZ PROSEDÜRLERİNİN DEĞERLENDİRİLMESİ

Elsharida, Mohamed
Yüksek Lisans, İnşaat Mühendisliği Bölümü
Tez Yöneticisi: Dr. Öğr. Üyesi Halit Cenan MERTOL

Temmuz 2021, 56 sayfa
Performansa dayalı tasarım yöntemlerinin önemli bir özelliği, sismik talep parameter
tahminlerinin doğruluğu olarak kabul edilebilir. Tasarıma dayalı yöntemlerin bu du
doğrultuda iyileştirmeler yapmak her zaman çok değerlidir. Yüksek modların etkisini
hesaba katan birkaç Gelişmiş İtme Analizi (GİA) prosedürü son zamanlarda
araştırmacılar tarafından önerilmiştir. Bu prosedürlerin çoğu normal bina
çerçevelerine uygulandığından, bu tür prosedürlerin etkinliğinin düzensiz bina
çerçeveleri için değerlendirilmesine ihtiyaç vardır. Ardışık Modal İtme (AMİ),
Dinamik Yük Modeli (DYM) ve Tek Çalışmalı Çok Modlu İtme (TÇÇMİ) gibi GİA
prosedürleri

literatürde

moment

taşıyan

çelik

çerçevelere

uygulanarak

değerlendirilmiştir. Bu çalışmanın amacı, farklı kat sayılarına (4, 8, 12, 16, 20 ve 24)
sahip 12 adet düzenli ve düzensiz özel moment taşıyan betonarme çerçevenin sismik
taleplerini tahmin etmek için kullanılan GİA prosedürlerinin etkinliğini ve
uygulanabilirliğini

karşılaştırmalı

olarak

değerlendirmektir.

GİA

yöntemleri

sonucunda elde edilen yapısal talepler Doğrusal Olmayan Zaman Alanı Analizinden
(DOZAA) elde edilen sonuçlarla karşılaştırılmıştır. Bu karşılaştırmada birinci mod ve
düzgün yanal yük modellerine dayalı geleneksel itme analizleri de gösterilmiştir.
Sonuçlar, DYM ve AMİ yöntemlerinin, düzenli ve düzensiz binaların sismik
taleplerini TÇÇMİ prosedüründen daha yüksek doğrulukla tahmin edebileceğini
göstermiştir. Buna ek olarak, DYM ve AMİ itme prosedürlerinin, daha yüksek
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modların etkisinin önemli olduğu bina çerçevelerinin sismik talepleri tahmin etmek
için daha iyi alternatifler olduğu belirlenmiştir.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Betonarme Çerçeveler, Yüksek Mod Etkileri, Sismik Talepler,
Binaların Düşey Düzensizliği, Geliştirilmiş İtme Prosedürleri.
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CHAPTER 1
1 INTRODUCTION
1.1

BACKGROUND

Structures that are prone to severe earthquakes are expected to deform in-elastically
when subjected to strong ground shaking. The evaluation of seismic performance of
such structures has to be performed considering the inelastic behavior. The precise
prediction of seismic demands is an imperative and mandatory aspect of developing
the methodologies of Performance-Based Design (PBD), as the demand for their use
in routine applications of earthquake engineering has increased dramatically in recent
years [1], [2]. The capability and accuracy of Nonlinear Time History Analysis
(NLTHA) in predicting the actual nonlinear behavior of regular and irregular structural
systems when exposed to robust earthquakes have been extensively acknowledged in
the last few decades. However, the time needed for input preparation, proper modeling,
processing time, and the effort to interpret the results render it impractical in the
earthquake engineering community [3]. On the contrary, the nonlinear static analysis
(Pushover) procedure is increasingly becoming a suitable analysis tool commonly used
by the structural engineers to evaluate the response of structures with less effort. Yet,
being an approximate method, pushover analysis method suffers from a variety of
inveterate deficiencies, such as the inability of taking higher mode effects into
consideration [4]. Thus, to overcome the aforementioned issues associated with the
NLTHA procedure, and to eliminate some of the inefficiencies and inherent limitations
of pushover method, much research effort was devoted to establish Enhanced Pushover
Analysis (EPA) Procedures that minimize the inaccuracies and consider the influence
of higher vibrational modes. In this regard, a critical evaluation of the recently
proposed procedures to ensure their capability of narrowing the gap between the
conventional pushover analyses and the NLTHA is needed.
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1.2

ANALYSIS METHODS

The adopted type of analysis plays a significant role in predicting the seismic response
of buildings. Over the past decades, the analysis procedures employed were limited to
the linear static approaches for the sake of simplicity. Even though these linear
approaches produced safe designs, yet, they were found to be over-conservatives.
Owing to the vast improvement of sophisticated computers, researchers were able to
use rational methodologies through subjecting structures to real earthquake records to
obtain accurate seismic responses. These procedures are characterized under dynamic
analyses. Based on the force-deformation relationships of structural components, the
static and dynamic analyses are further sub-categorized into linear and nonlinear
methods. In this section, a brief description of nonlinear methods will be presented.

1.2.1

Nonlinear Methods

Nonlinear analysis procedures focus on providing actual estimations of seismic
responses of the structural elements that step into the post-elastic phase. When these
methods are used, it is possible to identify the zones that have suffered major
deformations and provide them with special detailing to attain the desired performance.
The nonlinear procedure is further categorized into nonlinear static and dynamic
analyses as addressed below:

1.2.1.1 Nonlinear Static Analysis
Nonlinear static analysis is an efficient method to produce valuable estimations of
seismic demands of structures. The procedure is based on an assumption that the
response of the structure is mainly determined by a single-mode response, whereas this
assumption is valid only for some of the buildings. Where more than a single vibration
mode affects the response, multi-mode procedures shall be used to enhance the
approximation. The loading process composed of two main steps. The first step is
performed by imposing the gravity loads, and the second step by applying
monotonically increasing lateral forces along the height of the structure. The whole
structure is pushed in the same direction using lateral forces that represent the inertial
2

forces during an earthquake. The distribution of lateral forces is generally proportional
to the fundamental mode of oscillation and story masses. The lateral forces are applied
gradually until a predetermined target displacement is achieved. Target displacement
is an estimate of the top story displacement of a building when subjected to a particular
level of ground vibration. The damage estimations resulted from the pushover analysis
at the target displacement level are regarded as indicative of the building's structural
damage caused by ground shaking. To assess the building's damage potential at the
required intensity of ground motion, the target displacement should be calculated first,
followed by a pushover analysis in which the building sways until its deflection at the
top achieves the target displacement.

1.2.1.2 Nonlinear Dynamic Analysis
The seismic responses of structures are assessed using a step-by-step time history
analysis. The methodology is practically similar to the nonlinear static analysis
procedure. However, it differs in the idea that the design displacements are not
determined through the target displacement but are evaluated through dynamic
analysis by exposing the structure to a set of seismic ground motion records. The
structural responses are substantially influenced by the characteristics of ground
motion records (such as intensity, duration, and frequency content) as well as the
modelling parameters. Thus, it is essential to select a proper set of records carefully.
The NLTHA (an example of nonlinear dynamic analysis) is adopted by many
researchers in previous investigations due to its accuracy and capability in capturing
the inelastic responses of any structure with any type of irregularities.

It is worth noting that both the two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D)
modeling contain similar procedures, and both may be performed using computeraided design (CAD), a collection of software tools that enable designers in generating
virtual models of buildings. 3D modeling, on the other hand, takes it a step farther by
providing additional dimensions as well as more details and capabilities. The 3D
analysis is required when performing a seismic analysis to investigate the efficiency
of a proposed procedure to capture the seismic demands of a building structure that
3

includes horizontal irregularities such as Torsional Irregularity, Diaphragm
Discontinuity Irregularity, and/or Out-of-Plane Offset Irregularity.

1.3

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Nonlinear static analysis (also known as pushover analysis) is an extensively used
procedure to predict the inelastic seismic demands of building structures. Attributed to
the reason that it is an approximate procedure, it has a number of weaknesses,
including the inability to account for higher mode effects. As a result, tremendous
effort has been spent in developing EPA procedures.

There are two types of EPA procedures proposed in recent literature, namely, the
multi-modal and adaptive pushover procedures. In adaptive pushover procedures, the
load vectors update progressively to account for the changes in the structural system
properties when it deforms inelastically. Thus, the process necessitates further
computational effort, which reduces the appeal of adaptive pushover analysis
procedures.

The vast majority of EPA procedures have been applied to regular frames, and little
attention is paid to irregular frames which are continually assessed by the means of
NLTHA. Referring to modern seismic provisions, they demonstrate almost similar
guidelines for irregularities based on the magnitude and neglecting the aspect of the
location of irregularity. However, in reality, the location of irregularity plays an
important role in the overall seismic response of structures. Therefore, it is
significantly advantageous to identify the limitations of these procedures and
investigate their efficiency in estimating seismic demands of frames with irregularities
at various levels.

In this thesis, a balance between precision and difficulty of analysis was sought. As a
result, three advanced nonlinear pushover procedures named the Consecutive Modal
Pushover (CMP), Dynamic Load Pattern (DLP), and Single‐run Multimode Pushover
(SMP) were selected. The CMP, DLP, and SMP procedures have not been applied to
4

regular and irregular reinforced concrete (RC) moment-resisting frames (MRFs) in
literature before. Consequently, evaluating the accuracy and efficiency of these
procedures to predict seismic demands leads to a valuable contribution to the practical
applications of the engineering professions.

1.4

PURPOSE OF STUDY

The current research aims to contribute towards an evaluation of EPA procedures that
account for the influence of higher-modes in estimating seismic demands of regular
and irregular RC MRFs having setback irregularities at various story levels. More
distinctly, the objectives of this study can be summarized as follows:


Conducting a literature review on EPA procedures established to evolve the
estimations of seismic demands for regular and irregular frames.



Comparison of the selected EPA procedures on the basis of their ease of
application and accuracy of estimating seismic demands of regular and irregular
RC MRFs.



Examine the capability and efficiency of the adopted EPA procedures to predict
responses by comparing them to the benchmark estimates obtained using the
NLTHA.

1.5

SCOPE OF STUDY

The analytical models used in this study were three-bay frames having various number
of stories ranging from 4 to 24, with increments of four stories (such as 4, 8, 12, 16,
20, and 24). The models of the buildings were divided into two groups: (a) six regular
frames; (b) six irregular frames having setback irregularities at various levels. All
building frames were designed in accordance with US building codes [5], [6]. The
frame structures were located in high seismic region and on soil type C (very dense
soil and soft rock) profile of the ASCE 7-16 standard [5]. The frames were designed
based on the strong column-weak beam philosophy and drift criterion. The ground
motion records used in the NLTHA were selected to initiate inelastic responses in the
frames and stimulate the higher modes effects. The inelastic seismic responses
5

obtained using the CMP, DLP, SMP procedures were also compared to the benchmark
estimates resulted from the NLTHA in this study.

1.6

DISSERTATION STRUCTURE

This thesis contains five main chapters.

The introductory chapter provides brief information about the nonlinear static and
dynamic analyses. At the end of this chapter, the problem statement, objectives, and
research scope are presented.

Chapter 2 outlines an overview of previously proposed methods to assess the seismic
responses of frame structures.

Chapter 3 introduces a description of the EPA procedures, details of the building
models, and ground motion records employed in the study.

Chapter 4 describes the performed nonlinear analyses. The chapter also presents the
analytical results and obtained observations.

Chapter 5 outlines the conclusions of this study and provides some suggestions for
future studies.
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CHAPTER 2

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
When structures are subjected to severe earthquakes, they are likely to deform
inelastically therefore, inelastic behaviour shall be considered in evaluation of seismic
performance of structures. Since post-elastic behaviour cannot be determined directly
through elastic analyses, a nonlinear analysis approach must be used for this evaluation.
The number of EPA procedures for estimating seismic demands of building frames
has grown intensely in the last two decades to narrow the existed gap between the
nonlinear static analysis procedures and NLTHA. This chapter presents a literature
review of these proposed procedures and mentions their improvement and potential
limitations in simulating seismic demands of structures.

2.1

GENERAL REVIEW

Around two decades ago, a procedure named as Multi-Mode Pushover (MMP) analysis
was introduced by Sasaki et al. [7] to determine possible structural failure mechanisms
due to higher modes of vibration using the Capacity Spectrum Method concept.
Regardless of the reasonable approximations provided by the MMP method, it could
not quantitatively evaluate the seismic demands.

Moghadam and Tso [8] introduced a modified version of the MMP method, in which
the final response of structure was determined using the weighted summation of the
results of several pushover analyses.

Almost at the same time, another approach named as Modal Pushover Analysis (MPA)
was proposed by Chopra and Goel [9] based on the theory of structural dynamics
considering the contribution of higher modes of vibration in the final response of the
structure. This approach employed invariant lateral load distribution to conduct
pushover analysis separately for each vibrational mode. The final structural responses
7

were obtained using an appropriate modal combination rule such as complete quadratic
combination or square root of sum of squares. Although it was stated that the MPA
method resulted in sufficiently precise estimates for practical applications in building
evaluation, the plastic rotation of hinges was remarkably underestimated even after
including a large number of modes [4, 8].

An extended version of MPA procedure (MMPA) was established [10], wherein the
structural responses were determined by the addition of elastic responses resulting
from higher vibrational modes to the first mode inelastic response. The findings
revealed that the MMPA method overestimated the structural responses as compared
to the initial MPA responses. Several researchers have proposed modified versions of
MPA methods in recent literature [11-13].

Jan et al. [14] presented the Upper Bound Pushover Analysis (UBPA) method to
estimate the structural responses of tall buildings. The implementation of this method
was based on the use of a single load vector derived by combining the first and the
second mode shapes of the building. Then, a pushover analysis utilizing the latterly
formulated lateral load pattern is implemented.

Kim and Kurama [15] presented the Mass Proportional Pushover (MPP) procedure. In
this procedure, the influence of higher vibrational modes on the lateral displacement
demands was incorporated into single invariant lateral load distribution which was
proportional to the total weights assigned at all story levels of the structure. It required
the use of just one pushover analysis without employing any model combination rule
even when the effects of higher modes were significantly large.

Poursha et al. [16] developed the CMP method in which the final structural responses
were determined using the envelope results of the single- and multi-stage pushover
analyses.

In another investigation, a simplified procedure so-called the SMP analysis was
developed to account for the contribution of higher modes of vibration in tall buildings
8

[17]. In this methodology, the influence of interaction between modes was
incorporated into a single invariant lateral load pattern by algebraically adding the
modal story forces of the first two modes for mid-rise and three modes for tall buildings.
The major benefit of the SMP method was the reversal of signs of story forces was
considered, which appeared to be missing in present force-based pushover procedures.

In accordance with ASCE/SEI 41-13 [18], when the higher modes have a large
contribution to the overall response of tall buildings, the nonlinear static procedure
(NSP) can be employed as long as a linear dynamic analysis is undertaken to
complement the NSP. From this statement, Esfahanian and Aghakouchak [1] obtained
the idea for developing an efficient approach named Dynamic Load Pattern (DLP) to
develop the results of pushover analysis in capturing the seismic demands. The DLP
procedure considered the influence of higher modes, dynamic properties, interaction
between modes in addition to ground motion characteristics. The influence of the
entire parameters was lumped into a single lateral load distribution resulted out of the
average of story shears from the Linear Time History Analysis (LTHA) of the building
for each record of a given ensemble of ground motion records. The final responses
were determined using the envelope results of only two single-run pushover analyses.

The aforementioned EPA approaches were considering the contribution of higher
modes through using invariant load vectors. Researchers have proposed another class
of EPA procedures in literature, named as adaptive pushover procedures. In these
procedures, the load vectors were updated gradually to account for the changes in the
structural system properties when the structure deformed inelastically. Several
displacement-based and force-based pushover procedures employing the adaptive load
patterns have been proposed previously [19]–[24]. Accurate predictions of seismic
responses may be achieved by these adaptive pushover procedures, however, due to
their adaptive nature, implementing an eigenvalue analysis for each load increase is
required. Thus, the process required further computational effort, which diminished
the appeal of adaptive pushover analysis procedures [25]. A balance between precision
and difficulty of analysis should be sought [26].

9

Shayanfar et al. [27] have carried out an assessment of adaptive and non-adaptive
pushover procedures so as to evaluate their efficiency in capturing the seismic
demands. These adaptive pushover procedures, namely, the force-based adaptive
pushover (FAP) and story shear-based adaptive pushover (SSAP) procedures together
with their non-adaptive load pattern counterparts were applied on the SAC Joint
Venture Group [28] steel moment-resisting frames. Even though the adaptive load
patterns were determined as reasonable, the findings demonstrated that they were not
significantly enhancing the accuracy of seismic responses.

Amini and Poursha [29] developed a procedure named as Non-Adaptive
Displacement-Based Pushover (NADP) method in which some traditional and
improved single-run pushover analyses were used. The former analysis captures the
seismic demands at the lower floors, whereas the latter analysis (analyses) capture(s)
the responses at upper floor levels of the structure.

2.2

CONVENTIONAL PUSHOVER PROCEDURES

In conventional pushover analyses, invariant lateral load patterns such as elastic first
mode and uniform load patterns are widely used to capture the seismic responses of
building frames. Seismic demands obtained by these load patterns were accurate for
low-rise regular structures, yet inaccurate results were achieved for high-rise structures.

In this study, the predictions of the aforementioned lateral force patterns were obtained
for comparison purposes with the EPA procedures and the NLTHA. A brief
description of the utilized conventional pushover analyses is presented in the following
subsections.

2.2.1

First-Mode Lateral Load Pattern

The lateral forces are imposed in proportion to the elastic first mode amplitudes and
mass for each floor (see Figure 2.1). It is calculated as follows:
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𝐹𝑖 =

𝑚𝑖  𝑖
𝑉
 𝑚𝑖  𝑖

(1)

where 𝐹𝑖 is the lateral force at ith story, 𝑚𝑖 is the mass of ith story, and 𝑉 is the design
base shear.

Figure 2.1 Elastic First Mode Lateral Load Pattern

2.2.2

Uniform Lateral Load Pattern

In this pattern, the uniform lateral load distribution consists of forces that are
proportional to the story masses at each story level, regardless of elevation (see Figure
2.2). It is computed as follows:

𝐹𝑖 =

𝑚𝑖
𝑉
 𝑚𝑖
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(2)

Figure 2.2 Uniform Lateral Load Pattern

2.3
2.3.1

SELECTED EPA PROCEDURES
CMP Procedure

Some single- and multi-stage pushover analyses are conducted in this approach. The
inelastic response of the structure is obtained by combining the envelope of the
maximum responses achieved by the single- and multi-stage pushover analyses. The
single‐stage pushover analysis which controls the lower stories is carried out using an
inverted triangular lateral force scheme for mid‐rise building frames, and a uniform
lateral load pattern for high‐rise building until the roof displacement reaches to a
predefined target displacement. The multi-stage analyses make use of the sequential
execution of modal pushover analyses with a restricted number of vibrational modes,
such that once one modal pushover analysis is totally performed, the following
analysis begins with a primary state of stress and deformation, which is identical to the
previous analysis. The number of included modes in the multi-stage analysis is based
on the building's fundamental period. When a building structure with an MRF system
has a fundamental period of less than 2.2 seconds, a two-stage multistage pushover
analysis is performed. Note that, the specified period limits in the CMP and SMP
procedures are close enough to the limitation period of 2.5 seconds specified by
FEMA-365 [30]. During the first stage, a nonlinear static analysis is conducted by
12

𝑆1∗ = 𝑚1 , where 𝑆1∗ is the incremental lateral forces, 𝑚 symbolizes the structure's
mass matrix, and 1 denotes the corresponding mode shape, until the roof level of the
structure achieves u𝑟1 = 1 𝑡 , where 1 is equal to 1 that is, the effective modal
participating mass ratio, and 𝑡 is the target displacement. To execute the second stage,
the second stage lateral forces S2∗ , 𝑆2∗ = 𝑚2, are imposed until the top floor level
reaches u𝑟2 = (1 − 1 )𝑡 . Additionally, a three-stage pushover analysis is required
merely for building frames of a fundamental period of more than or equal to 2.2
seconds. The first stage is similar to the first stage of the two-stage pushover analysis.
Thereafter, the second stage continuous utilizing the lateral forces S2∗ = m2 until
the displacement at the roof sways to u𝑟2 = 2 𝑡 . In the end, the third stage lateral
forces S3∗ , S3∗ = m3, are applied. The displacement increment at the roof level of
this stage is equal to u𝑟3 = (1 − 1 − 2 ) 𝑡 .

2.3.2

SMP Procedure

The SMP approach has the advantage of employing several separated single-run
pushover analyses. A traditional lateral load distribution with a uniform or an inverse
triangular load pattern is used to perform a single-run pushover analysis. Further, either
one or two SMP analyses are implemented using the revised lateral distribution of
forces, which are obtained by the algebraic addition of modal story forces. Story forces
are calculated using the following expression:
𝑘

𝑘

𝐹 𝑘 = ∑ 𝑓𝑖 = ∑ 𝑖 𝑚 𝑖 𝑆𝑎𝑖 (𝑇𝑖 , 𝑖 ),
𝑖=1

(3)

𝑖=1

where 𝐹 𝑘 is the applied lateral load vector at the story level, k represents the number of
modes included in the computation of the lateral distribution of forces, 𝑓𝑖 is the lateral
force distribution for the ith mode. For a particular earthquake ground motion, 𝑆𝑎𝑖 is the
pseudo-spectral acceleration as a function of the vibration period 𝑇𝑖 , and damping ratio
𝑖 . The factor 𝑖 is defined as follows:
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𝑖 = 𝑖

𝑖 ≤ 𝑘 − 1,

(4)

𝑘−1

𝑖 = 1 − ∑ 𝑖

𝑖=𝑘

(5)

𝑖=1

The quantity of SMP analyses to be performed using the revised force distributions
mentioned above and the number of vibrational modes (either two or three modes) to
be used in the revised force distributions are determined based on the fundamental
period of the structure, T. For a structure with a T greater than or equal to 2.2 seconds,
two SMP analyses shall be separately implemented using the contributions of two and
three modes of vibration. However, for a structure of a fundamental period of less than
2.2 seconds, one SMP analysis is performed using the revised force distribution
considering only the first two modes of vibration. At the end, inelastic seismic
demands of the structure are obtained using the envelope of peak estimates calculated
from the traditional single-run and SMP analyses.

2.3.3

DLP Procedure

The DLP pushover procedure is established to improve the seismic demand predictions
for building frames. Two single-run pushover analyses are used in this procedure. The
first single-run pushover analysis employs the conventional first-mode distribution of
lateral forces, which governs the lower part of the building frames. The second
pushover analysis uses DLP force distributions, which control the responses at higher
story levels. The following is a summary of the procedure:

1. An eigenvalue analysis is conducted to determine the structure's elastic natural
frequencies, 𝜔𝑛 , and mode shapes, 𝑛 .
2. A collection of ground motion records that is suitable for the conditions at site
under consideration is chosen and scaled to the desired intensity level.
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3. The average acceleration spectrum for the group of scaled ground motions
considered in the investigation is obtained.
4. Response Spectrum Analysis (RSA) is applied using the obtained average
acceleration spectrum and an adequate number of vibrational modes to achieve
90% mass participation.
5. A Linear-Time History (LTH) Analysis is performed for every ground motion
record of the selected set. The base shears derived from each analysis are scaled to
the obtained base shear of the RSA. The shear profile of the structural frame is
computed for all records.
6. The mean profile of shear forces is computed for all seismic ground records.
7. The lateral force pattern is calculated from the average profile of shear forces.
8. Two single-run pushover analysis is performed using the load patterns below. In
this step, the application of gravity loads on the frames must be conducted first,
followed by the pushover analyses until the structure sways to a target
displacement.
a. The conventional first-mode load pattern.
b. The lateral load pattern derived from the previous step.
9. The structural responses such as displacements, plastic hinge rotations, and story
drifts for the pushover analyses are calculated as stated above. The seismic
responses offered through the single-run pushover analyses in Steps 8(a) and 8(b)
are denoted as 𝑟1 and 𝑟2 , respectively.
10. The responses of Steps 8(a) and 8(b) are enveloped as follows: 𝑟 = {𝑟1 , 𝑟2 }.

2.4

NONLINEAR TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

A representative set of earthquake time histories for the building under consideration
is necessary to conduct the dynamic analyses. After the set was selected, the modal
case data was defined. As recommended by CSI, Ritz-vector should be used. The load
type was selected as acceleration in the considered global axis. If the values of the time
history function were given in current units, the scale factor should be set to one;
otherwise, the scale factor should represent the conversion of time history to current
unit. As the ground records were of (g) unite, they were multiplied by 9.81. The
15

Number of Output Time Steps/Output Time Step Size - The total time of the analysis
is the number of output time steps multiplied by output time step size. The mass source
was defined so as to calculate the seismic weight of the building. Modal analysis makes
use of mass source, while time history makes use of modal analysis results.
Accordingly, the mass source must be defined.
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CHAPTER 3
3 STRUCTURAL MODELS AND GROUND MOTION
RECORDS
The existence of setback irregularity has a critical impact on the seismic response of
building structures. Numerous utilized conventional pushover analyses including
invariant lateral load patterns, such as the first-mode shape, inverse triangular, and
uniform are able to provide accurate estimations of seismic demands only for low-rise
regular frames, whose responses are predominantly in their fundamental mode; while
they may lead to inaccurate results for regular and irregular structures with large
contributions of higher-modes. Depending on the configuration and the height of the
structure, precision of analysis should be sought. From the conducted literature review,
the EPA procedures were selected on the basis of their ease of application. This
chapter is devoted to the description of the structural models and ground motion
records used in this study to verify the efficiency of the selected EPA procedures in
determining the seismic demands of regular and irregular RC MRFs.

3.1

DESCRIPTION OF BUILDING MODELS

The analytical models used in this study were three-bay frames with number of stories
ranging from 4 to 24, with increments of four stories (i.e. 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, and 24),
covering a broad range of fundamental periods of RC frames (Figure 3.1 and Figure
3.2). The models were classified as: (a) six regular frames; (b) six frames having
setback irregularities at various levels.
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Figure 3.1 Configurations of Regular RC Building Frames Considered in this Study

Figure 3.2 Configurations of Irregular RC Building Frames Considered in this Study
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The following assumptions were made in the design of the considered buildings:


A 3.5 m typical story height and a taller ground story of 4.5 m were assumed for
all considered frames.



The 4-story frames had 8 m bays, while the other frames had bays of 6 m.



The gravity loads applied on all floors were represented by dead and live loads of
24 kN/m and 7 kN/m, respectively.



At all floor levels of each frame, similar concentrated seismic masses including the
dead load with the addition of 20 % of live loads were assumed.



The lateral force-resisting system of all building frames was selected as RC special
(high ductile) moment-resisting frame (SMRF).



The compressive strength of concrete was assumed as 40 MPa for columns and 35
MPa for beam elements.



The minimum yield strength of reinforcement was assumed as 460 MPa.

It should be noted that the assumptions made in the design of the considered building
frames were similar to those specified by [24]. The example structures used for the
evaluation of EPA methods were also similar to those which were selected in the
FEMA P695 document (from Dr. Haselton thesis) [31]. Few assumptions such as the
span length and floor height were made to examine the overall seismic behavior under
these assumptions.

The natural periods of the first three vibrational modes for all the considered models
are shown in Table 3.1. All building frames were designed in accordance with US
building codes [5], [6] with an assumption that the frame structures are located in high
seismic region and constructed on soil type C (very dense soil and soft rock) profile of
the ASCE 7-16 [5] standard. The frames designed to satisfy the philosophy of strong
column-weak beam (SC-WB) and the drift criterion. The detailing of reinforcement
for beam and column members comply with the ACI 318 [6] requirements of RC
SMRFs. The cross-sections along with the quantity of reinforcement of beam and
column components for all frame structures are provided in Table 3.2 through Table
3.7.
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Table 3.1 First Three Natural Periods of All Considered Frames
Number
of
Stories
4
8
12
16
20
24

Regular Buildings
Periods (sec)
T1
T2
T3
0.789 0.228 0.106
1.512 0.499 0.268
1.982 0.663 0.383
2.185 0.749 0.437
2.684 0.991 0.571
3.262 1.232 0.684

Irregular Buildings
Periods (sec)
T1
T2
T3
0.634 0.221 0.108
1.206 0.487 0.267
1.579 0.653 0.385
1.839 0.769 0.443
2.222 1.062 0.593
2.814 1.329 0.789

Table 3.2 Reinforcement Details for 4-Story Building Frames

Irregular

Regular

Beams
Columns
Type
Typical Long. Bar Area (mm2)
and
Typical
Dim.
Dim.
Story
External Spans Mid Span
Long. Reinf.
(mm×mm)
(mm×mm)
No
Area (mm2)
Top Bottom Top Bottom
1
1560 1020
1520
995
2 600×600 1525 1000
1510
990
650×650
4225
3
1390
910
1380
910
4 550×550 1280
835
1250
820
1
1490
975
1440
945
2 600×600 1425
935
1465
955
650×650
4225
3
1440
942
1340
980
4 550×550 1265
830
-

Table 3.3 Reinforcement Details for 8-Story Building Frames

Irregular

Regular

Beams
Columns
Type
Typical Long. Bar Area (mm2)
and
Typical
Dim.
Dim.
Story
External Spans Mid Span
Long. Reinf.
(mm×mm)
(mm×mm)
No
Area (mm2)
Top Bottom Top Bottom
1
1200
785
1170
765
2
1250
820
1210
795
550×550
3
1230
805
1180
775
4
1190
785
1135
745
550×550
3025
5
1045
685
995
650
6
945
620
900
590
550×450
7
840
555
780
515
8
750
425
750
435
1
1095
720
1065
700
2
1105
725
1095
720
550×550
3
1075
710
1040
685
4
1030
680
1060
695
550×550
3025
5
945
620
990
650
6
860
565
830
545
550×450
7
815
535
8
750
435
-
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Table 3.4 Reinforcement Details for 12-Story Building Frames

Irregular

Regular

Beams
Columns
Type
Typical Long. Bar Area (mm2)
and
Typical
Dim.
External
Dim.
Story
Mid Span
Long. Reinf.
(mm×mm)
Spans
(mm×mm)
No
Area (mm2)
Top Bottom Top Bottom
1
1415
925 1330
870
2
1470
960 1380
900
3
1480
965 1365
895
4
1475
965 1350
885
650×500
5
1455
950 1315
860
6
1415
925 1265
830
7
1355
890 1200
790
550×550
3025
8
1275
835 1120
735
9
1190
785 1030
680
10
1120
735 1000
660
11 550×550 1010
660
920
575
12
915
490
920
475
1
1165
765 1125
740
2
1210
795 1165
765
3
1200
790 1150
755
4
1185
780 1135
745
5 650×500 1145
750 1070
700
6
1125
740 1130
745
7
1120
740 1210
790
550×550
3025
8
1075
710 1185
780
9
995
640
995
505
10
1005
665
11 550×550 920
595
12
915
455
-
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Table 3.5 Reinforcement Details for 16-Story Building Frames

Irregular

Regular

Beams
Columns
Type
Typical Long. Bar Area (mm2)
and
Typical
Dim.
Dim.
Story
External Spans Mid Span
Long. Reinf.
(mm×mm)
(mm×mm)
No
Area (mm2)
Top Bottom Top Bottom
1
1640 1075 1495
980
2
1675 1100 1550 1020
3
1700 1115 1545 1015
4
1715 1125 1550 1015
5
1725 1130 1540 1010
6
1720 1130 1520
995
750×550
7
1700 1115 1485
975
8
1675 1100 1440
950
600×600
3600
9
1625 1065 1385
910
10
1565 1025 1315
865
11
1490
980
1270
695
12
1435
945
1270
655
13
1310
860
1140
750
14
1195
785
1030
675
600×550
15
1060
695
1005
580
16
1005
515
940
465
1
1400
920
1300
855
2
1440
950
1345
885
3
1460
960
1345
885
4
1475
970
1345
885
5 750×550 1470
970
1330
875
6
1455
955
1305
860
7
1425
940
1270
640
8
1370
900
1270
665
600×600
3600
9
1425
940
1270
630
10
1180
775
1310
860
11
1345
880
1460
955
12
1270
835
1435
940
13 600×550 1115
735
1185
780
14
1030
680
15
1005
580
16
880
435
-
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Table 3.6 Reinforcement Details for 20-Story Building Frames

Irregular

Regular

Beams
Type
Typical Long. Bar Area (mm2)
and
Dim.
Story
External Spans Mid Span
(mm×mm)
No
Top Bottom Top Bottom
1
1810 1185 1695 1115
2
1930 1265 1830 1200
750×600
3
1995 1305 1870 1225
4
2080 1360 1925 1260
5
2070 1185 1925 1180
6
2145 1180 1980 1180
7
2160 1180 1980 1180
8
2150 1180 1960 1180
9
2125 1180 1925 1180
700×550
10
2090 1180 1875 1180
11
2040 1180 1815 1180
12
1970 1180 1745 1140
13
1920 1180 1685 1105
14
1890 1180 1630 1065
15
1815
920
1650
920
16
1770
920
1590
920
17
1600
920
1430
920
550×550
18
1380
900
1225
800
19
1185
775
1020
670
20
920
565
920
530
1
1545 1015 1455
960
2
1660 1090 1565 1030
750×600
3
1715 1125 1605 1055
4
1785 1170 1645 1080
5
1770 1160 1645 1075
6
1825 1180 1680 1100
7
1825 1180 1670 1095
8
1800 1180 1640 1075
9
1765 1155 1595 1045
700×550
10
1700 1110 1550 1015
11
1730 1130 1470
965
12
1490
980
1650 1075
13
1660
920
1830
920
14
1760
920
1925
935
15
1585
770
1780
860
16
1540
755
1620
790
17
1580
770
500×500
18
1400
755
19
1145
750
20
880
580
-
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Columns
Typical
Dim.
Long. Reinf.
(mm×mm)
Area (mm2)
700×700

4900

650×650

4225

550×550

3025

700×700

4900

650×650

4225

600×600

3600

550×550

3025

Table 3.7 Reinforcement Details for 24-Story Building Frames
Columns
Typical
Dim.
Long. Reinf.
(mm×mm)
Area (mm2)

750×750

5625

650×650

4225

600×600

3600

550×550

3025

750×750

5625

650×650

4225

600×600

3600

550×550

3025

Irregular

Regular

Beams
Type
Typical Long. Bar Area (mm2)
and
Dim.
Story
External Spans Mid Span
(mm×mm)
No
Top Bottom Top Bottom
1
1990 1300 1885 1235
2
2170 1385 2085 1365
3
2240 1385 2135 1385
750×600
4
2280 1385 2175 1385
5
2320 1385 2185 1385
6
2465 1385 2265 1385
7
2415 1180 2270 1180
8
2495 1215 2320 1180
9
2510 1220 2325 1180
10
2495 1215 2300 1180
11 700×550 2470 1200 2270 1180
12
2435 1180 2210 1180
13
2400 1180 2150 1180
14
2380 1180 2125 1180
15
2470 1200 2175 1180
16
2330 1130 2155 1045
17
2410 1165 2190 1060
18
2300 1115 2090 1015
19
2135 1035 1925
935
20 550×550 1940
945
1735
920
21
1720
920
1525
920
22
1475
920
1300
850
23
1270
830
1080
710
24
920
500
920
560
1
1740 1140 1650 1085
2
1910 1250 1820 1195
3
1975 1290 1865 1225
750×600
4
2020 1325 1905 1250
5
2057 1345 1915 1255
6
2180 1385 1980 1295
7
2135 1180 1975 1180
8
2200 1180 2015 1180
9
2200 1180 2010 1180
700×550
10
2190 1180 1985 1180
11
2195 1180 1985 1180
12
2310 1180 2065 1180
13
2160 1050 2015
980
14
2030 1115 2150 1045
15
2140 1030 1980
955
16 550×550 1985
955
2090 1005
17
2130 1025 2330 1115
18
2060
995
2270 1090
19
1940
940
2235 1070
20
1690
815
1820
875
21
1765
850
22 450×450 1585
765
23
1320
640
24
1065
610
-
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3.2

GROUND MOTION RECORDS

Ground motion characteristics such as strong motion duration, frequency content, site
conditions, magnitude, etc. have a significant impact on the nonlinear behavior of
structures. The linear behavior, on the other hand, is much less sensitive to ground
motion characteristics. An adequate number of ground motions shall be used to predict
the bounds of possible structure behavior when a high level of nonlinearity is
anticipated.
In the current study, a group of ten ‘far-field’ ground motion records were obtained
from Berkeley's Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research (PEER) Center [32] and
used for the nonlinear dynamic time-history analyses of the RC building frames. All
ground motions were recorded on very dense soil and soft rock profile was classified
as soil type C site classification [5]. These ground motions consisted of earthquake
records having moment magnitudes varying from 6.19 to 7.36 and the nearest distance
to the rupturing fault was more than 11.00 km. All the records were scaled up to a peak
ground acceleration of 0.80×g to ensure that the building frames would deform
inelastically when exposed to these ground motions.

Initially, different earthquake intensities were investigated to observe how the building
models would deform substantially in the post-yield phase. The 0.8g was selected
because it produced broad range of plastic deformations in the models and enabled us
to evaluate the EPA methods for extreme seismic hazard.

Table 3.8 provides additional information on the dynamic properties of ground motion
data. The elastic pseudo-acceleration spectra for all the ground motions and
corresponding mean spectrum of these ground motions with a damping ratio of 5% are
shown in Figure 3.3. The acceleration-time histories of each of the ground motion
records are shown in Figure 3.4.

It is noted that Near-field earthquakes are those that occur in fields close to the fault.
There are disagreements among researchers over the determination of a definite range
as the near field of the fault. In general, some reserachers stated that recordings with
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less than 10 km have near-field impacts and those with more than that have far-field
effects [33].

Table 3.8 Earthquake Ground Motion Records Used in Study
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Earthquake
Name
Kern County
San Fernando
Morgan Hill
Loma Prieta
Loma Prieta
Loma Prieta
Landers
Duzce, Turkey
Northridge
Northridge

Year

Station Name

1952
Taft Lincoln School
1971
Palmdale Fire Station
1984
Corralitos
1989 Anderson Dam (Downstream)
1989 Coyote Lake Dam (Downst)
1989
Hayward - BART Sta
1992 Big Bear Lake - Civic Center
1999
Lamont 1061
1994
Inglewood - Union Oil
1994
LA - Chalon Rd

Magnitude
7.36
6.61
6.19
6.93
6.93
6.93
7.28
7.14
6.69
6.69

Rupture
PGA (g)
Distance(km)
38.89
0.159
28.99
0.112
23.24
0.081
20.26
0.246
20.8
0.160
54.15
0.156
45.48
0.165
11.46
0.131
42.2
0.090
20.45
0.215

Figure 3.3 Pseudo-Acceleration Spectra of Ground Motion Records Used
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1. Record: Duzce, Turkey (1999, Lamont 1061)

2. Record: Northridge (1994, Inglewood - Union Oil)

3. Record: San Fernando (1971, Palmdale Fire Station)

4. Record: Loma Prieta (1989, Anderson Dam (Downstream))
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5. Record: Morgan Hill (1984, Corralitos)

6. Record: Loma Prieta (1989, Coyote Lake Dam (Downst))

7. Record: Loma Prieta (1989, Hayward - BART Sta)

8. Record: Landers (1992, Big Bear Lake - Civic Center)
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9. Record: Kern County (1952, Taft Lincoln School)

10. Record: Northridge (1994, LA - Chalon Rd)
Figure 3.4 Acceleration-Time Histories of Ground Motion Records
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CHAPTER 4
4 SEISMIC DEMANDS PREDICTIONS USING EPA
PROCEDURES
The accuracy of seismic demand parameter estimates is an essential and critical aspect
of PBD methodologies. Making improvements to this aspect of the design-based
methodologies is undeniably desirable. Traditionally, seismic demands refer to
response parameters that are beneficial in making decisions related to engineering
design, such as peak roof drift value, interstory drift ratios, and local deformation such
as rotation of plastic hinges. This chapter describes the nonlinear analyses performed
using the EPA procedures which were discussed in detail in Chapter 3. The chapter
also provides the seismic demands parameters, namely, the interstory drift ratios and
hinge plastic rotation estimations predicted by the EPA procedures and conventional
pushover analyses, which were compared to the mean benchmark results obtained
from the NLTHA.

4.1

PUSHOVER ANALYSIS USING SAP2000

The commercial software known as SAP2000 Software [34] was used to perform a
nonlinear static analysis (or pushover) of building models. The software can perform
pushover analyses on two- and three-dimensional models. This software may
implement the pushover analysis in terms of either displacement-controlled or forcecontrolled manner. As shown in Figure 4.1, the ‘Load Application Control for
Nonlinear Static Analysis' panel provides the option of full load and displacement
control. The first option is used when the imposed loads (such as gravity loading) are
known. When the magnitude of the imposed load is initially unknown, the
displacement-controlled procedure applies predetermined target displacements (as in
seismic loading). The magnitude of the load combination is adjusted as needed until
the control displacement reaches a predetermined value. SAP2000 Software [34]
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offers two displacement-control analyses options named as conjugate and monitored
displacement. When the analysis experience convergence difficulties, the conjugate
displacement is frequently applied. The monitored displacement option is used to track
the displacement until it reaches the predetermined target displacement.

Figure 4.1 Load Application Control for Nonlinear Static Analysis

The userform that SAP2000 Software [34] uses to input the desired number of the
results of each solution step to be stored is shown in Figure 4.2. There are two different
options for saving these results in this window. The option “Final State Only” saves
the final results of the force-deformation analysis curve at the last phases. The
“Multiple States” option records the results at the specified multiple stages so that the
varied yield points and other important properties of the curve can be inspected later
for evaluation purposes. A maximum and minimum number of preserved states can be
specified in the Multiple States option. Input parameters play an important role while
running nonlinear analysis, as it affects the length of the analytic process.
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Figure 4.2 Results Saved for Nonlinear Load case
In the “Load Case Data” for “Other Parameters” selection, several of the Nonlinear
Parameters were set as default (Figure 4.3). When a convergence problem arises, the
following steps is performed in the sequence below:
1. The maximum null (zero) step per stage is increased.
2. The maximum total step per stage is increased.
3. Event-to-even stepping is not used (“NO”).
4. The convergence tolerance (relative) is decreased.
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Figure 4.3 Nonlinear Parameters in SAP2000 Software [34]

The P-Delta effect is regarded as the displacement effect caused by the gravitational
loads on laterally displaced structures. It shows the influence of a structure subjected
to both lateral and gravity loadings (axial forces). It mainly causes an increase in lateral
deflections and reduces the lateral load resistance of the structure. P-Delta effects
become more important as the height of the building increases. In this study, P-Delta
effect was considered in all the performed analyses. The interface for the selection of
P-Delta effects in SAP2000 Software [34] is shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4 Geometric Nonlinearity Option

4.2

DESCRIPTION OF NONLINEAR ANALYSES

The selected EPA procedures discussed previously were applied on the frames shown
in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 to verify the accuracy and effectiveness of these methods
on regular and irregular RC building frames. The results using SMP, DLP, CMP
procedures, and conventional pushover analyses, were compared to the mean
benchmark predictions obtained using the NLTHA.

For the CMP method, two vibrational modes were considered for low- and mid-rise
frames (4-, 8-, 12-, and 16-story) and three modes for high-rise frames (20- and 24story) to calculate the seismic demands. The structural responses were obtained using
the envelope of the predictions from single-stage and two-stage pushover analyses for
the low- and medium-rise frames, and from single-stage, two-stage, and three-stage
pushover analyses for high-rise frames. For the single-stage pushover analysis,
uniform lateral load distribution was applied on high-rise frames and inverted lateral
force distribution was applied on low- and mid-rise frames.

For the SMP method, conventional pushover analyses using a uniform load
distribution and SMP analyses considering the effect of the first three modes were
performed for the frames having 20 and 24 stories. Reversed triangular (linear) force
pattern and SMP analyses considering the effect of the first two higher vibrational
modes were performed for the rest of the frames.
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For the DLP method, the seismic responses were defined using the envelope results of
the two-stage pushover analyses. A single-run conventional pushover analysis based
on the fundamental mode shape was performed. Also, the invariant load pattern which
corresponds to the lateral force distribution of liner dynamic time-history analyses was
used for all considered structural models.

For the NLTHA procedure, the direct integration method with the Hilber-HughesTaylor (HHT) integration scheme [35] was used considering the constant values for
the equation parameters  and 𝛾 as 0.25 and 0.5, respectively. The nonlinear dynamic
analyses were carried out using ten seismic ground motion records shown in Table 3.8
and Figure 3.3. A damping ratio of 5% was used for the first and third modes of
structural vibration to define the Rayleigh damping. The P-Delta effects were
considered in all the analyses. According to the requirements of ASCE 7-16 [5], the
final responses of the NLTHA for each building were determined as the average value
of the peak structural response obtained from nonlinear dynamic analyses of each
earthquake ground motion record.

In this study, the average value of the roof displacements calculated using the NLTHA
for each ground motion was used as the target displacement value at the top floor for
all considered frames. The values of the target displacements for each frame are shown
in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 Target Displacement for Regular and Irregular Frames
Regular Buildings
Irregular Buildings
Number
of Stories Target Displacement (mm) Target Displacement (mm)
4
148.2
140.7
8
324.9
367.2
12
330.0
406.7
16
343.8
372.0
20
441.5
472.6
24
459.5
606.8

SAP2000 Software [34] was used to perform the nonlinear analyses. The post-yield
behavior of the frame structures in the nonlinear analyses was assumed to occur
entirely within hinges, which were modelled in separate locations. The members of
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each frame were modelled as nonlinear structural members by applying the concept of
lumped plasticity at the extremities of beams and columns. The properties of defaulthinge incorporated into SAP2000 Software [34] in accordance with ASCE 41-13 [18]
provide hinges that consider the interaction of bending moments and axial forces (PM2-M3) are assigned to columns, and hinges that consider bending moment (M3) are
assigned for beam members. The force-deformation (backbone curve) relationship of
plastic hinges is described using the points designated as A, B, C, D, and E as shown
in Figure 4.5. The linear portion from Point A to the yielding Point B illustrates the
linear response. The Segment BC represents the post-yield behavior (strain hardening
zone) and has a slope approximately equal to 3% of that of the elastic portion. Line
CD represents the strength degradation of the element. After Point D, the member has
a significant strength decrease, which is clearly evidenced by the ordinate at point E.
A rigid-end offset factor of 0.5 were used at beam-column joints (as recommended by
the software for RC joints) to consider the actual member sizes at the joints. A visual
basic code compiling together with SAP2000 Software [34] was prepared to obtain the
maximum plastic hinge rotation at each story level for all the frames.

Figure 4.5 Generalized Force-Deformation Curve for Hinges (ASCE 41-13)

4.3

INTERSTORY DRIFT RATIO

Interstory drift ratio is an imperative engineering response quantity as well as a
structural performance indicator. It is calculated by dividing the relative translational
displacement of two consecutive stories by the height of the story. Interstory drift ratios
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can precisely reflect the amount of aftershock damage in structural members [36]. The
accurate estimation of interstory drift would be beneficial to the structural engineering
community, particularly when buildings experience inelastic deformation. The
resulted estimations from the employed EPA methods, conventional pushover
analyses, and the estimates obtained from the NLTHA for the regular and irregular RC
MRFs are demonstrated in the following sub-sections.

The estimated error resulted from the EPA procedure with respect to the NLTHA for
each floor was calculated and the average of these errors for the upper half of all
considered frames (regular and irregular) was used for comparison purposes.

4.3.1

Interstory Drift Ratios for Regular RC Frames

The interstory drift ratio profiles for regular RC frames are shown in Figure 4.6. This
figure indicated that the CMP and DLP methods provided better predictions for the
low-rise (8-story) regular RC frame than those calculated using the SMP method. E.g.,
in the last four floors, the estimated errors obtained using the CMP, DLP, and SMP
methods were approximately 12.32, 8.50, and 66.41%, respectively. For medium-rise
regular RC frames, as in the 12-story frame, the estimation error percentages obtained
using the CMP, DLP, and SMP methods were 20.81, 23.44, and 26.76% at the upper
six stories, whereas the estimation error percentages obtained using the same methods
were approximately 10.82, 21.59, and 49.98% at the upper eight floor levels of the 16story frame, respectively. For high-rise regular RC frames, namely 20- and 24-story
frames, much better results were obtained using the DLP method than those obtained
using the CMP and SMP methods. The estimated errors for the upper ten stories were
approximately 41.15, 22.30, and 88.55% for the 20-story frame, and approximately
83.00, 48.70, and 119.30% for the upper twelve stories of the 24-story frame for the
CMP, DLP, and SMP methods, respectively. The predicted errors of interstory drift
ratios for the upper half of the regular RC frames are tabulated in Table 4.2. Best
estimated error values are demonstrated in bold fonts.
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Table 4.2 Predicted Errors of Interstory Drift Ratios for Regular RC Frames w.r.t. NLTHA
Estimation Error of Interstory Drift Ratios (%)
Regular Frames
CMP
DLP
SMP
4-Story / Upper Two Stories
21.60
17.65
8.98
8-Story / Upper Four Stories
12.32
66.41
8.50
12-Story / Upper Six Stories
23.44
26.76
20.81
16-Story / Upper Eight Stories
21.59
49.98
10.82
20-Story / Upper Ten Stories
41.15
88.55
22.30
24-Story / Upper Twelve Stories
83.00
119.30
48.70
Frame / Stories

(a) 4-Story Regular Frame

(b) 8-Story Regular Frame

(c) 12-Story Regular Frame

(d) 16-Story Regular Frame

(e) 20-Story Regular Frame

(f) 24-Story Regular Frame

Figure 4.6 Predicted Interstory Drift Ratios using Conventional, EPA Procedures,
and NLTHA for Regular RC Frames
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4.3.2

Interstory Drift Ratios for Irregular RC Frames

The interstory drift ratio profiles for irregular RC frames are shown in Figure 4.7. This
figure indicates that greater damage is concentrated near the setbacks. The results
showed that the DLP and SMP methods overestimated the interstory drift ratios in the
upper four floors of the 8-story frame, whereas the CMP method provided better
predictions of these responses. The estimations of errors were approximately 52, 51.5,
and 8.6% by the DLP, SMP, and CMP, respectively.

Furthermore, for medium-rise irregular RC frames, the DLP and CMP procedures
were more consistent with the NLTHA compared to the other method. The estimated
error for the upper six stories of the 12-story frame was around 11.5% by the DLP, and
13.55% for the upper eight-story levels for the CMP procedure. The DLP procedure
produced better predictions for the 20- and 24-story irregular RC frames than those of
other procedures for low- and mid-levels, however, at some upper levels of both
frames, the CMP method provided closer estimates to those determined using the
NLTHA. The predicted errors of interstory drift ratios for irregular RC frames are also
tabulated in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3 Predicted Errors of Interstory Drift Ratios for Irregular RC Frames w.r.t.
NLTHA
Estimation Error of Interstory Drift Ratios (%)
Irregular Frames
CMP
DLP
SMP
4-Story / Upper Two Stories
17.50
11.42
10.43
8-Story / Upper Four Stories
52.00
51.59
8.62
12-Story / Upper Six Stories
13.55
52.45
11.58
16-Story / Upper Eight Stories
40.12
39.47
15.31
20-Story / Upper Ten Stories
69.05
115.51
51.33
24-Story / Upper Twelve Stories
30.95
51.81
23.50
Frame / Stories
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(a) 4-Story Irregular Frame

(b) 8-Story Irregular Frame

(c) 12-Story Irregular Frame

(d) 16-Story Irregular Frame

(e) 20-Story Irregular Frame

(f) 24-Story Irregular Frame

Figure 4.7 Predicted Interstory Drift Ratios using Conventional, EPA Procedures,
and NLTHA for Irregular RC Frames

4.4

PLASTIC HINGE ROTATIONS

When loads are applied to a building, the building begins to experience deformation
due to these loads. The members of the building behave elastically up to a specific
limit i.e. the deformation can recover completely when the load applied loads are
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removed. However, as the applied loads increase further, stresses in the structure's
members increase, and at a particular loading, stress at some point in the structure
exceeds the elastic limit. This leads the material to step into the plastic phase, resulting
in permanent deformation. This is when the first plastic hinge arises, i.e. when a rigid
joint begins to act like a hinge as a result of plastic deformation. This plastic hinge
would be unable to bear any added load. If the loads are increased further, more plastic
hinges may form in other places, until the structure loses all of its capacity to resist
loads, resulting in the structure collapsing. Plastic hinges, on the other hand, only form
in well-designed and detailed structural elements with sufficient durability and
ductility at the joints. Brittle collapse can occur in poorly detailed structures without
the development of any plastic hinge. Plastic hinges should develop in the beam
members, not in columns, for a well-designed frame structure. This phenomenon
makes the structure more ductile and capable of withstanding heavier loads. A brittle
collapse will occur if plastic hinges generate in column elements early on. This process
is ensured by the Strong Column-Weak Beam design principle, in which the columns
framing a joint are held stronger than the beams, resulting in a plastic hinge forming
in beam members. The Strong Column-Weak Beam capacity ratio must be at least 6/5,
according to ACI [6]. The predicted hinge plastic rotations through the employed EPA
procedures for regular and irregular RC frames are presented with the NLTHA
predictions in the following subsections.

In this study, the maximum values of plastic hinge rotations for each story level of
each frame were obtained using the EPA approaches and these values were compared
to those of results obtained using the NLTHA.

4.4.1

Hinge Plastic Rotations for Regular RC Frames

The height-wise variation of plastic rotation of hinges for the regular RC frames is
shown in Figure 4.8. This figure indicated that the DLP and CMP methods could
capture the plastic hinge rotations at upper floor levels with a better accuracy than
those calculated using the SMP procedure. The rotations of plastic hinges for the
medium-rise (16-story) frame were estimated slightly better by the SMP procedure
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than the other two procedures. The CMP and SMP methods overestimated the plastic
hinge rotations of the 20-story frame at the lower stories, whereas a better correlation
was achieved between the estimates of the DLP method and those obtained using the
NLTHA. On the other hand, the CMP method, in general, offered better predictions of
hinge plastic rotations at mid-stories than those of the other two approaches. The
reason can be attributed to the fact that the CMP method employs a continuous
application of modal pushover analyses, which makes the method able to constantly
accumulate the rotation of plastic hinges during the multi-stage pushover analyses [16].
The estimation error of plastic hinge rotations for upper stories obtained by the CMP
method for the high-rise regular frames was less than those obtained by the DLP and
SMP methods. The estimated error by the CMP method for the upper half of the 20story and 24-story RC regular frames approximately 22.6%, and 52.8%, respectively.
The SMP procedure overestimated the predictions at mid-story levels, however,
predictions of the hinge plastic rotations of this procedure were better at upper stories.
Note that, the conventional pushover analyses were able to predict the hinge plastic
rotations for the 4- and 8-story buildings with good accuracy. The predicted errors of
plastic hinge rotations for the upper half of the regular RC frames are tabulated in
Table 4.4. Best estimated error values are demonstrated in bold fonts.

Table 4.4 Prediction Errors of Plastic Hinge Rotations for Regular RC Frames w.r.t.
NLTHA
Estimation Error of Plastic Hinge Rotations (%)
Regular Frames
CMP
DLP
SMP
4-Story / Upper Two Stories
12.59
5.92
5.53
8-Story / Upper Four Stories
33.44
43.99
31.77
12-Story / Upper Six Stories
73.38
46.12
25.97
16-Story / Upper Eight Stories
68.87
61.78
53.46
20-Story / Upper Ten Stories
57.90
58.81
22.67
24-Story / Upper Twelve Stories
62.61
63.32
52.82
Frame / Stories
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(a) 4-Story Regular Frame

(b) 8-Story Regular Frame

(c) 12-Story Regular Frame

(d) 16-Story Regular Frame

(e) 20-Story Regular Frame

(f) 24-Story Regular Frame

Figure 4.8 Predicted Maximum Plastic Hinge Rotations using EPA Procedures and
NLTHA for Regular RC Frames

4.4.2

Hinge Plastic Rotations for Irregular RC Frames

The height-wise variation of plastic rotation of hinges for the irregular RC frames are
shown in Figure 4.9. It was noted that the irregular RC frames experienced higher
damage compared to the regular RC frames. For the low-rise (8-story) irregular RC
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frame, all procedures exhibited less accurate estimates than those estimated for the
regular one at the upper story levels. Predictions obtained from the CMP, SMP, and
DLP methods were approximately similar for the 12-story irregular RC building
however, for the 16-story irregular RC building, the DLP offered significantly better
predictions of hinge plastic rotations at the middle and higher stories. The estimated
errors of the 16-story irregular frame were roughly 57.9, 45.9, and 14.30%, by the
CMP, SMP, and DLP methods, respectively.

The CMP and SMP methods greatly overestimated the plastic hinge rotations at the
lower stories of irregular RC high-rise (20- and 24-story) frames. These large
discrepancies were due to the employed uniform lateral load pattern, which
overestimated the responses in lower floors and significantly miscalculated them at
middle story levels [1], [37]. Therefore, more accurate results for lower and some mid
floors of the irregular RC high-rise frames were obtained using the DLP procedure.
The SMP and DLP procedures overestimated the demands of the upper five floors of
the 20-story irregular RC frame with estimation errors approximately 63 and 50%,
respectively. Moreover, the CMP method underestimated the demands of these floors
with an estimation error approximately equal to 26%. There was noticeably a better
correlation between the hinge plastic rotations of the 24-story irregular RC frame
obtained from the DLP method and those obtained using the NLTHA compared to the
SMP and CMP approaches, particularly at the higher stories.

Based on the results obtained from Figures 4.2-4.5, in most cases, the variations of
interstory drift ratios and rotation of plastic hinges profiles obtained using the DLP
and CMP method were in better agreement compared to those provided by the NLTHA,
than the SMP procedure. The main advantage of DLP procedure over the other
procedures is observed to be its efficiency as merely a single-run pushover analysis
utilizing the proposed lateral load distribution would suffice to take into account
higher-mode effects. The predicted errors of plastic hinge rotations for irregular RC
frames are also tabulated in Table 4.5. Best estimated error values are demonstrated in
bold fonts.
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Table 4.5 Prediction Errors of Plastic Hinge Rotations for Irregular RC Frames w.r.t.
NLTHA
Estimation Error of Plastic Hinge Rotations (%)
Irregular Frames
CMP
DLP
SMP
4-Story / Upper Two Stories
5.64
5.45
2.75
8-Story / Upper Four Stories
36.62
33.45
17.76
12-Story / Upper Six Stories
51.35
41.38
40.29
16-Story / Upper Eight Stories
57.91
45.93
14.30
20-Story / Upper Ten Stories
54.61
69.85
29.56
24-Story / Upper Twelve Stories
42.98
34.90
25.26
Frame / Stories

(a) 4-Story Irregular Frame

(b) 8-Story Irregular Frame

(c) 12-Story Irregular Frame

(d) 16-Story Irregular Frame

(e) 20-Story Irregular Frame

(f) 24-Story Irregular Frame

Figure 4.9 Predicted Maximum Hinge Plastic Rotations using EPA Procedures and
NLTHA for Irregular RC Frames
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4.5

MEAN ABSOLUTE ERROR IN THE SEISMIC DEMANDS OBTAINED
BY THE EPA PROCEDURES

The mean absolute error (MAE) values of the structural responses offered by the CMP,
SMP, and DLP procedures with respect to the NLTHA for regular and irregular RC
frames are shown in Figures 4.10-4.11, respectively. Figure 4.10a indicated that the
DLP method offered better predictions of interstory drift ratios for the low-rise (4- and
8-story) and high-rise (20- and 24-story) regular RC frames than those obtained using
the CMP and SMP methods. However, the DLP procedure provided less accurate
estimations of interstory drift ratios for the 8-, 16-, and 20-story irregular RC frames,
which were better estimated by the CMP procedure (see Figure 4.11a).

Figure 4.10b and Figure 4.11b indicated that, in the majority of the cases, the DLP
method resulted in better predictions of hinge plastic rotations for both regular and
irregular RC frames. However, better estimations in some example frames were
obtained using the CMP method. It was noticed that the SMP method estimated the
hinge plastic rotations for the 16-story regular RC frames with slightly better accuracy
than those predicted using the CMP and DLP methods. Consequently, these
observations highlighted the capability of the CMP and DLP procedures to effectively
capture the critical seismic demands with better precision than those predicted using
the SMP approach and offered effective pushover procedures for seismic performance
evaluation of regular and irregular RC MRFs.

For some of the frames, the computational time required to perform the EPAs and
NLTHA is significantly different. For example, the maximum time needed for the
EPAs was around 140 seconds whereas NLTHA procedures required much more time
that lasted up to 1200-1500 seconds.
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(a) Interstory Drift Ratio (Regular Frames)

(b) Plastic Hinge Rotation (Regular Frames)

Figure 4.10 Mean Absolute Error in Interstory Drift Ratios and Hinge Plastic
Rotations using CMP, SMP, and DLP Methods for Regular Frames Compared to the
NLTHA
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(a) Interstory Drift Ratio (Irregular Frames)

(b) Plastic Hinge Rotation (Irregular Frames)

Figure 4.11 Mean Absolute Error in Interstory Drift Ratios and Hinge Plastic
Rotations using CMP, SMP, and DLP Methods for Irregular Frames Compared to the
NLTHA
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CHAPTER 5
5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1

CONCLUSIONS

There has been a significant surge in the number of EPA procedures in the recent
literature to overcome the deficiencies of conventional pushover analyses. The present
study attempted to compare several EPA procedures on the basis of their ease of
application and accuracy of estimating seismic demands of structural frames. Twelve
different-height regular and irregular (with setbacks at various levels) RC MRFs were
employed for this purpose. The DLP, CMP, and SMP procedures were applied to these
frames to estimate the seismic demands, namely the interstory drift ratios and hinge
plastic rotations. The structural responses resulted using these procedures were
compared to the benchmark results obtained from the NLTHA. The conventional
pushover analyses based on the first-mode and uniform lateral load patterns were also
performed for comparison purposes.

The mean absolute error values of the interstory drift ratios and plastic hinge rotations
for regular and irregular RC frames were normalized to summarize the results of this
study as displayed in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 (produced using Figure 4.10 and Figure
4.11). The normalization was performed by dividing the mean absolute error
estimations resulted from the three EPA methods for each building frame (regular and
irregular) by the minimum mean absolute error value obtained by the same methods
for each seismic demands parameter (interstory drift ratio or hinge plastic rotation).
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Table 5.1 Normalized Prediction Errors of Interstory Drift Ratios for Regular and
Irregular RC Frames w.r.t. NLTHA
Building
Type

Frame

4-Story
8-Story
12-Story
Mid-Rise
16-Story
20-Story
High-Rise
24-Story
Low-Rise

Estimation of Interstory Drift Ratios
Regular Frames Irregular Frames
CMP DLP SMP CMP DLP SMP
2.21 1.00 1.85 1.61 1.00 1.07
1.15 1.00 4.73 1.00 3.62 3.32
1.00 1.28 1.33 1.10 1.00 2.22
1.00 1.20 2.32 1.00 1.70 1.71
1.57 1.00 2.55 1.00 1.04 1.70
1.32 1.00 1.75 1.42 1.00 1.68

Table 5.2 Normalized Prediction Errors of Plastic Hinge Rotations for Regular and
Irregular RC Frames w.r.t. NLTHA
Building
Type

Frame

4-Story
8-Story
12-Story
Mid-Rise
16-Story
20-Story
High-Rise
24-Story
Low-Rise

Estimation of Hinge Plastic Rotations
Regular Frames Irregular Frames
CMP DLP SMP CMP DLP SMP
2.15 1.00 1.25 1.00 1.75 1.63
1.06 1.00 1.45 1.00 1.90 1.60
1.92 1.00 1.47 1.08 1.00 1.01
1.01 1.04 1.00 1.71 1.00 1.60
1.00 1.43 1.78 1.10 1.00 1.69
1.05 1.00 1.16 1.35 1.00 1.53

The following conclusions were made based on this study:


The DLP method provided the best estimates of interstory drift ratios for low- and
high-rise regular RC frames.



The CMP method provided the best estimates of interstory drift ratios for mid-rise
regular RC frames.



For irregular RC frames, both the CMP and DLP methods provided better
estimates of interstory drift ratios compared to the SMP method.



The SMP method resulted in the least accurate estimates of interstory drift ratios
for all the regular and irregular RC frames.



The CMP and DLP methods provided better predictions of hinge plastic rotations
for the 20- and 24-story regular frames, respectively. However, better hinge plastic
rotation estimations were achieved by the DLP method for the irregular high-rise
frames.



The SMP method resulted in the least accurate estimates of hinge plastic rotations
for all the regular and irregular RC frames.
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Both the DLP and SMP methods predicted the plastic hinge rotations better for
low- and mid-rise regular RC frames.



The DLP and CMP procedures were determined to be better alternatives for
obtaining seismic demands of building frames where the impact of higher modes
is significant.

5.2

RECOMMENDATIONS FUTURE RESEARCH WORK

The precision of EPA procedures normally depends on the geometrical configuration
of the frames. The conclusions derived for the adopted EPA procedures in the current
study are stated for a limited number of regular and irregular RC frames. Further
research studies to investigate the efficiency of the CMP, DLP, and SMP procedures
in estimating the inelastic seismic demands for frames with different degrees of
setback irregularity are required. Furthermore, several lateral load resisting systems,
and different ensembles of ground motion records, need to be investigated as well, in
order to generalize the conclusion for the employed EPA procedures.
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APPENDIX
The models used in this study can be found in the CD attached to this thesis.
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